Thermal dependence of muscle function

BENNETT, ALBERT F. Thermal dependence of muscle function. Am. J. Physiol. 247 (Regulatory Integrative Comp. Physiol. 16): R217-R229, 1984.-Maximal isometric forces during both twitch and tetanus are largely temperature independent in muscles from both endothermic and ectothermic vertebrates. Anuran muscle can develop maximal force at lower temperatures than mammalian muscle. Tetanic tension is maximal at normally experienced body temperatures in a variety of animals, but twitch tension seldom is. Thermal dependence of twitch tension varies with muscle fiber type: tension decreases with increasing temperature in fast-twitch muscles and remains constant in slow-twitch muscles. In contrast to the low temperature dependence of force generation, rates of development of tension (time to peak twitch tension and tetanic rise time) and maximal velocity of shortening and power output are markedly temperature dependent, with average temperature coefficient (Q10) values of 2.0-2.5. Q10 values for rate processes of anuran muscle are only slightly lower than those of mammalian muscle. High body temperatures permit rapid rates of muscle contraction; animals active at low body temperatures do not achieve the maximal rate performance their muscles are capable of delivering. Thermal acclimation or hibernation does not appear to result in compensatory adjustments in either force generation or rate processes. In vivo, dynamic processes dependent on contractile rates are positively temperature dependent, although with markedly lower Q10 values than those of isolated muscle. Static force application in vivo is nearly temperature independent.

TEMPERATURE HAS PERVERSIVE EFFECTS on the functional properties of biological systems. The influence of the thermal environment on body temperature and on physiological processes is one of the most extensively studied areas of comparative physiology. Biological rate processes commonly decrease by one-half to two-thirds as temperature decreases 10°C (117). Does such a thermal dependence also apply to force generation and contractile rate processes of muscle? If so, activity and behavioral capacities of animals would be greatly influenced by body temperature. Ectotherms that experience wide fluctuations in body temperature, sometimes over the course of a single day, would find their behavioral capacities strongly curtailed by low temperatures. Ectotherms living at low temperatures continuously would have to cope with these effects chronically. Even vertebrate "homeotherms" may experience major changes in muscle temperature, which can vary greatly from regulated core temperature. For example, resting muscle temperatures of humans may be well below core temperature of 37°C: values of 29.4 (56), 31.5 (131), 32.8 (18), and 34°C (128) have been reported for different muscles. Temperature in these same muscles may increase to 40°C during activity (128, 131). Thus human muscle may experience a thermal range of more than 10°C, depending on activity level and environmental temperature. Even minor changes in muscle temperature, which could occur in either endotherms or ectotherms, have the potential to alter greatly the rates of muscle contraction and power output.

The first reported observations on the influence of temperature on muscle function were made in 1868 by Marey (93) and Schmulewitsch (133). Since then, more than 100 studies have examined the effect of temperature on muscle force generation or shortening velocity. The literature that attempts to examine the biological relevance of these relationships is much smaller. Most studies were directed at the investigation of the mechanism of contraction and used temperature as an analytic variable. Most of these studies were not done in reference to normal body temperatures of the animals investigated, nor were they interpreted within that context. The purpose of this review is to compile and summarize existing information on the influence of temperature on muscle performance and, to the extent possible, formulate general patterns of response of muscle to temperature. The thermal dependence of both force generation (maximal twitch and tetanic tension) and rate processes (time to twitch and tetanic rise time) and maximal velocity of shortening and power output.
peak twitch tension and tetanic rise time, maximal velocity of shortening, and power output) is summarized from literature values. These data are then analyzed to answer questions concerning the adaptive nature of thermally dependent function in different animals. For instance, is the thermal dependence of muscle function fundamentally different in ectotherms and endotherms; is maximal function (e.g., either force-generating capacity or maximal velocity of shortening) achieved at normally experienced body temperature; do these factors acclimate according to recent thermal history? This article concerns itself only with data on contractile properties and not with studies on the thermal dependence of biochemical systems (e.g., myosin ATPase) isolated from muscle. The thermal dependence of these enzymatic systems may be distinct from and is usually greater than that of contractile performance (3, 39). Also the literature on heat damage to muscle tissue is not discussed (see Ref. 144 for a review). The only previous comprehensive review of this topic was done by Walker (148). Close (29) and Faulkner (43) reviewed the influence of temperature on some aspects of mammalian muscle function, and Josephson (71) summarized the literature on thermally dependent function in insect muscle.

To summarize the large amount of information available, the temperature dependence of a rate process is presented as its temperature coefficient ($Q_{10}$), where $Q_{10} = \left(\frac{R_2}{R_1}\right)^{10/(T_2-T_1)}$, in which $R_2$ and $R_1$ are rate processes, respectively, at temperatures $T_2$ and $T_1$, and $T_2 > T_1$. $Q_{10} > 1.0$ indicates a positive thermal dependence; $Q_{10} = 1.0$, thermal independence; and $Q_{10} < 1.0$, declining function with increasing temperature. This notation is in preference to Arrhenius activation energy, because it is easier to interpret directly and because it is descriptive and does not imply a specific biochemical limitation. Because $Q_{10}$ values by definition apply only to rate processes, it is incorrect to calculate $Q_{10}$ values for quantitative variables, such as force, that are not time derivatives (although this is commonly done in the literature on muscle; see Refs. 7, 39, 53, 118, and 136). Consequently the term thermal ratio or $R_{10}$ is defined here as the quotient of a quantity measured at two temperatures and expressed over a $10^\circ$C interval: $R_{10} = \left(\frac{S_2}{S_1}\right)^{10/(T_2-T_1)}$, in which $S_2$ and $S_1$ are quantities measured, respectively, at temperatures $T_2$ and $T_1$, and $T_2 > T_1$. This expression is analogous to $Q_{10}$.

In Figs. 2–11 summarizing thermal dependence, $Q_{10}$ or $R_{10}$ is calculated and plotted at the midpoint of the observed thermal range. (For data ranges and sources for Figs. 2, 4, 6–8, 10, and 11, see footnote 1). Where functions were measured at more than two temperatures, individual values for each range are plotted. Figures 2, 4, 6–8, 10, and 11 are meant to provide a complete summary of literature values. Because the quality of data may vary considerably between studies and not all points are independent of each other, it would be inappropriate to use them as more than indications of general thermal trends among different variables. Consequently no statistical analysis is done on these disparate data.

**EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON ISOMETRIC CONTRACTILE PROPERTIES**

**Force**

**Twitch tension.** A series of isometric twitch contractions measured at different temperatures is shown in Fig. 1. These data are representative of a general pattern in skeletal muscle tissue. Twitch tension ($P_t$) is maximal at some intermediate temperature in the thermal range (e.g., $20^\circ$C in Fig. 1). Increments above or decrements below this temperature result in declining values of $P_t$. $R_{10}$ values consequently exceed 1.0 at temperatures below that of peak $P_t$ and are below 1.0 at higher temperatures.

A summary of literature values of the effect of temperature on $P_t$ is given in Fig. 2. The absolute thermal dependence of $P_t$ is low, with almost all observations of $R_{10} = 0.5–1.5$ (avg $= 0.9$). A general trend of declining $P_t$ with increasing temperature has also been reported by other authors who have not cited quantitative observations (16, 21, 25, 38, 60, 127, 147).

Several authors (6, 11, 70, 145), all working with anuran muscle, have emphasized the diversity of thermal

---

1 For individual $Q_{10}$ or $R_{10}$ values for twitch tension, tetanic tension, time to peak twitch tension, twitch relaxation time, tetanic rise time, maximal contractile velocity, and maximal power output data, order NAPS Document 04185 from Microfiche Publications, PO Box 3513, Grand Central Station, New York, NY 10017.
response of \( P_t \), within a single group of experimental animals. In one experimental series, \( P_t \) of frog gastrocnemius muscle increased between 20 and 30°C in 7 of 16 experiments and decreased in the other 9 (overall range of \( R_{10} \) values 0.6–1.4) (6). The average values reported here should consequently be interpreted with some caution.

Isometric \( P_t \) is the result of two competing sets of rate processes. One set, including activation and stretching of series elastic components, results in tension development. Another set involves termination of the active state and relaxation of muscle tension. The thermal dependence of \( P_t \) reflects a compromise of the thermal dependence of these numerous component rate processes. It is not particularly surprising therefore that the influence of temperature on \( P_t \) is so complex and variable.

Different thermal patterns of \( P_t \) are apparent among different groups. For mammalian muscle, in studies in which the observed thermal range is sufficiently broad, a peak in \( P_t \) occurs at approximately 20°C (38, 49, 69, 100, 139, 140, 143). This is, of course, substantially below normal body temperature. In contrast, peak tension in anuran muscle occurs at very low temperatures, as low as 0°C in some preparations. In all reported observations, except one (5), \( R_{10} < 1.0 \) for frog or toad muscle. Data on the thermal dependence of \( P_t \) in lizard muscle are contradictory. Earlier studies (85, 87) reported species-specific plateaus of maximal \( P_t \) of about 5°C, coincident at their upper ends with field active body temperatures. These observations were not supported by later work (118) on some of the same species, which found instead broad ranges of thermally independent \( P_t \) with no consistent relationship between maximal \( P_t \) and preferred thermal levels. The previous pattern (85, 87) is more typical of that seen for tetanic tension than twitch tension: because no detailed stimulation protocol was reported, it is possible that these preparations were partially tetanized. As a consequence of the differential thermal dependence of \( P_o \), anuran muscle produces greater levels of \( P_t \) (normalized per unit cross-sectional area) than can mammalian or saurian muscle (Table 1). These greater levels of \( P_t \) in anuran muscle are attained at approximately 0°C; \( P_t \) is similar in mammalian, saurian, and anuran muscle at 20°C. \( P_t \) of insect flight muscle has an average \( R_{10} \) of 1.35 at 30–35°C (data for 23 species, summarized in Ref. 71, range 0.4–4.0). Although these values broadly overlap those reported for vertebrate muscle at these temperatures, the greater average value suggests a generally greater thermal dependence.

In mammalian cardiac muscle, maximal \( P_t \) is reached at 20–25°C (42, 74) and \( P_t \) declines markedly at higher temperatures (40, 42, 74, 82, 90, 97, 153, except see also Ref. 12). This thermal dependence is identical to that of mammalian skeletal muscle. Cardiac muscle of lizards attains peak \( P_t \) at low, species-specific temperatures, sometimes as low as 5°C and more than 20°C below field-active body temperatures (34–36, 85, 87). It has consequently been maintained (85, 87) that cardiac muscle of lizards attains maximal \( P_t \) at considerably lower temperatures than does skeletal muscle. However, because the thermal pattern of \( P_t \) in lizard skeletal muscle is in dispute (see above), this assertion is questionable. The \( P_t \) of turtle heart is maximal at 9°C (15). Only scattered and contradictory information is available concerning the effect of temperature on anuran cardiac muscle: all studies (95, 124, 142) agree that \( P_t \) decreases with increasing temperature above 20°C, but maximal values have been reported at 0°C with high-frequency stimulation and at 10°C with low-frequency stimulation (142).

**Tetanic tension.** During repetitive stimulation, muscle undergoes prolonged contraction (tetany) and produces a sustained contractile force (maximal tetanic tension, \( P_o \)). The intensity of \( P_o \) is dependent on several factors, including stimulation frequency and temperature (see Fig. 3). Either a positive or negative thermal effect can be obtained, depending on stimulation rate. Additionally, very high stimulation frequencies may sometimes depress \( P_o \) (the Wedensky effect), particularly at low tem-

### TABLE 1. Twitch tension of vertebrate skeletal muscle as a function of temperature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T, °C</th>
<th>( P_t ), kg/cm²</th>
<th>Muscle</th>
<th>Ref. No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frog</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>Sar</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>Sem</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>Sar</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>Sar</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-22</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>Sar</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>Sar</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lizard</td>
<td>Max ( P_t )</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max ( P_t )</td>
<td>IF</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rat</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>Sol</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>Sol</td>
<td>67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>EDL</td>
<td>29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>EDL</td>
<td>67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>Sol</td>
<td>81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>Sol</td>
<td>63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

T, temperature; \( P_t \), twitch tension; EDL, extensor digitorum longus; G, gastrocnemius; IF, iliofibularis; Sar, sartorius; Sem, semitendinosus; Sol, soleus.

**FIG. 3.** A and B: effect of temperature and stimulation frequency on tetanic tension (\( P_o \)) in cat tibialis anterior muscle (direct muscle stimulation; data from Ref. 33). B: mean maximal \( P_o \) and range expressed as percent of values at 40°C.
perature and/or with indirect stimulation via a nerve (33, 115, 143). Consequently care should be taken in the interpretation of reported thermal dependence of $P_o$, particularly in studies using low stimulation frequencies (see, e.g., Ref. 38 as critiqued in Ref. 143). Ideally a range of frequencies should be used at each temperature to obtain $P_o$ at that temperature.

Literature values of $R_{10}$ for $P_o$ are reported in Fig. 4. The general thermal dependence of this function is low, with average $R_{10}$ = 1.1–1.2 and most values clustered at 1.09–1.3. Very few studies have reported a decline in $P_o$ with increasing temperature at temperatures below those that irreversibly damage muscle tissue. Nearly all the points in Fig. 4 below $R_{10}$ = 0.9 are attributable to studies from a single laboratory (57, 58), and all are substantially below $R_{10}$ values measured by other workers for the same muscles over the same temperature range. There is a trend toward decreasing thermal dependence with increasing temperature across all observations, and this trend is particularly apparent for individual muscles measured at several different temperatures by single investigators. This effect is, however, relatively weak: in most observations, even at muscle temperatures of 10°C or less, $R_{10} < 1.5$. Data on maximal tension in calcium-activated skinned fibers show a thermal dependence similar to that reported for intact muscle fibers (1, 54, 138).

Intergroup comparisons are difficult because the majority of observations are made at nonoverlapping thermal ranges. Most observations on mammalian muscle have been made at temperatures above 20°C and on anuran muscle below 20°C. When data for these groups are normalized to the greatest $P_o$ at any temperature and expressed as a function of muscle temperature (Fig. 5), it is apparent that the thermally independent plateau extends to lower temperatures in anurans. A decline in $P_o$ occurs in all mammalian muscles at temperatures below 25°C; some anuran muscles maintain maximal $P_o$ to temperatures as low as 6–15°C. This maintenance of $P_o$ at low temperature is not a general feature of muscle from ectothermic vertebrates, because the thermal dependence of $P_o$ in lizard muscle (118) is very similar to that reported for mammals: a decrement in $P_o$ is apparent in all species below 25°C. It should be reemphasized, however, that overall thermal dependence of $P_o$ in all groups is low compared with most biological rate processes.

$P_o$ of other muscle types does not show a pattern of thermal dependence similar to that of skeletal muscle. In catch muscle from Mytilus, $P_o$ declines with increasing temperature over the entire measured range (0–40°C, $R_{10} = 0.7–0.8$) (89). This is the only well-documented pattern of negative thermal modulation of $P_o$. Most studies on mammalian smooth muscle report relatively low $R_{10}$ values (1.0–1.2) between 20 and 30°C (52, 53, 136, 141). However, $P_o$ has been reported to increase (31), decrease (141), or remain constant (136) at temperatures greater than 30°C. A high thermal dependence ($R_{10} > 2$) has also been reported at temperatures below 20°C (31, 141). At present it is not clear whether this diversity of responses is real and muscle specific or whether it depends on stimulation technique. In anuran cardiac muscle under potassium contracture, tension is maximal at 20°C and decreases at both higher and lower temperatures (124).

**Rate**

*Time to peak twitch tension.* The speed of response of a muscle to a single stimulus eliciting a twitch is generally measured as the time to peak twitch tension (TPT), the time from the first contractile response to maximal $P_t$. $Q_{10}$ values are calculated on the inverse of TPT and represent the thermal dependence of the average twitch rise time. Maximal rate of development of $P_t$ (d$P_t$/dt) has also occasionally been measured (49, 62, 92, 96, 120).

The rate of development of $P_t$ increases markedly with increasing temperature (e.g., see Fig. 1). $Q_{10}$ values from the literature are reported in Fig. 6. The average $Q_{10}$ of all observations is about 2.2, with values ranging from 1.3 to 3.9. In each of the three major groups considered (mammals, anurans, and lizards), $Q_{10}$ is clearly a declining function with increasing temperature. That is, TPT is markedly thermally dependent over the entire observed temperature range, but this dependence is lower at higher temperatures. On the basis of available data, it
appears that Q<sub>10</sub> values of anurans are generally lower than those of the other groups, and those of lizards are intermediate between those of anurans and mammals. Stated differently, the mean slope of TPT as a function of temperature is greatest in mammals, intermediate in lizards, and least in anurans.

Absolute TPT is difficult to compare in these different groups, because it is influenced by muscle fiber composition (e.g., 28, 122), temperature, and body size (63a), among other factors. The only observations that achieve some match of these variables are on gastrocnemius muscles measured at 20°C, and these are similar in TPT among different animals: mouse = 42 ms (17), rat = 42 ms (100), lizards = 45–50 ms (118), and frog = 48 ms (108). On the basis of these limited data, there appear to be no striking differences among these different groups or between endotherms and ectotherms in the rate of P<sub>T</sub> development.

Insect muscle appears to have a more thermally independent TPT than vertebrate skeletal muscle. Josephson (71) has summarized the thermal dependence of total twitch time (contraction plus relaxation) in flight muscle from 27 species of insects with Q<sub>10</sub> = 1.2–1.6 at 30–35°C. The average value is close to the minimum values reported for vertebrate skeletal muscles and indicates a lower thermal dependence.

The thermal dependence of TPT in cardiac muscle is very similar to that in skeletal muscle (12, 42, 82, 95, 97, 153), with Q<sub>10</sub> = 2.1–2.8 (avg 2.3) measured at approximately 25–35°C. The dP/dt of rat smooth muscle (portal vein) has a Q<sub>10</sub> = 1.8 between 25 and 37°C (80).

Twitch relaxation time. The rate of twitch relaxation is most often measured as the inverse of the half-relaxation time (RT<sub>1/2</sub>), the time between attainment of peak twitch and return to 50% of peak value. Other measures include the inverse of the total relaxation time (mean rate of relaxation) and maximal rate of tension decline. All these factors have a pronounced thermal dependence (Fig. 7), particularly below 20°C. The range of observed Q<sub>10</sub> values is very broad and averages about 2.5. Hill (64) asserted that twitch recovery is a process more thermally dependent than development of twitch. Although this may be true at low temperatures (<20°C), this difference is not apparent at higher temperatures (see Figs. 6 and 7), and it cannot be stated that these functions show distinctly different thermal responses. There is a general trend of decreasing Q<sub>10</sub> with increasing temperature in anurans, lizards, and mammals. As with TPT, there is a differential thermal dependence among the groups: greatest in mammals, intermediate in lizards, and least in anurans. Very high Q<sub>10</sub> values (3.1–6.4 at 21–29°C) have been reported for twitch relaxation in mammalian cardiac muscle (12, 42, 97).

Development of tetanic tension. The rate of P<sub>T</sub> development is measured most commonly as the maximal rate of tension development (dP<sub>T</sub>/dt) (e.g., 118, 123) but sometimes is expressed as the total tetanic rise time and its inverse (average rate of P<sub>T</sub> development) (e.g., 126). Although the thermal dependence of these functions has not received extensive measurement, existing Q<sub>10</sub> values (Fig. 8) generally group between 1.5 and 2.4 with an approximate average of 2.0. There is one report of a low thermal dependence of half-rise time for tetanized tortoise muscle (47). There is a general decrease in Q<sub>10</sub> with increasing temperature in mammalian and saurian muscle, the only groups with sufficiently large data sets, and the thermal dependence of dP<sub>T</sub>/dt appears very similar in these animals. The two anuran Q<sub>10</sub> values are lower than anticipated mammalian or saurian values for this same temperature range. However, the data are too few to permit any further generalizations or intergroup comparisons.

In mammalian smooth muscle, the Q<sub>10</sub> of dP<sub>T</sub>/dt = 1.7–2.2 between 25 and 37°C (136, 141). Catch muscle from Mytilus stimulated with acetylcholine has a dP<sub>T</sub>/dt that rises continuously with temperature from 10 to 40°C with Q<sub>10</sub> = 1.2–1.7 (89).
The thermal dependence of $V_{\text{max}}$ is reported in Fig. 10. The average $Q_{10}$ for all reported values of $V_{\text{max}}$ is approximately 2.0. There is a general decline in thermal dependence with increasing temperature in both anurans and mammals. Thermal dependence of $V_{\text{max}}$ in anuran muscle may be substantially below that of mammalian muscle measured at the same temperature range. However, no firm conclusions can be based on the present data set, because the observations for these groups are made at nonoverlapping thermal ranges. In lizards and insects, in which the thermal dependence of $V_{\text{max}}$ has been measured over the same range as that of mammalian muscle, the thermal dependence is quite similar to that of mammals ($Q_{10} = 1.5-2.0$). Data are not sufficient to permit a comparative analysis of absolute contractile speed in homologous muscles from endotherms and ectotherms at similar temperatures.

The effects of temperature on submaximal contractile speeds under constant imposed loads have been reported for fish muscle, with $Q_{10}$ values of 1.3-1.7 (0-34°C) (13, 14, 149), but the thermal dependence of $P_o$ makes interpretation of these values difficult.

There is no agreement about the thermal dependence of $V_{\text{max}}$ in cardiac muscle. $Q_{10}$ values of 0.6 (rabbit, 23-32°C) (40), 1.5 (frog, 8-23°C) (95), and 2.4 (cat, 23-34°C) (153) have been reported. Velocity is apparently highly dependent on stimulation frequency and technique. Studies on smooth muscle have reported a more consistent thermal dependence with $Q_{10}$ values averaging 2.4 from 15 to 25°C and 1.8 from 25 to 37°C for mammalian muscle (52, 53, 80, 109, 136).

**Maximal Power Output**

Maximal power output, the greatest rate of work by a contracting muscle, can be calculated from force-velocity relations. Maximal power output is a highly temperature-dependent function, particularly at low temperature (Fig. 9B; see Fig. 11 for summary of literature values). Calculated $Q_{10}$ values of maximal power production range from 1.6 to 4.5 (avg ~2.3). As with $V_{\text{max}}$, thermal dependence...
apparently decreases with increasing temperature in both anurans and mammals. There is a clear suggestion that $Q_{10}$ may be greater in mammalian than in anuran muscle if measured at the same temperatures, but lack of data at overlapping temperatures prevents a definitive analysis of these intergroup differences.

**Twitch and Tetanic Work**

Most of the 19th century observations on the thermal dependence of muscle function involved the measurement of length changes under constant load during either twitch or tetanic stimulation (i.e., twitch work or tetanic work). There was considerable dispute over the temperature dependence of twitch work, with various authors arguing that it was either a decreasing function with increasing temperature (30, 48), independent of temperature (6, 45), or a more complex relation with a minimum at about 20°C (22, 50). Tetanic work was reported to have a generally positive but low thermal dependence ($R_{10} = 1.0–1.6$) (6, 50, 57, 133). However, Kaiser (76) demonstrated that observed thermal dependence is a function of imposed load, and any thermal pattern, $R_{10}$ negative or positive, may be obtained by choice of an appropriate load. Because the reported values did not necessarily represent maximal twitch or tetanic work, this literature has now fallen into disuse. Maximal twitch work measured in insect (Schistocerca) muscle has an $R_{10}$ of 1.5–1.6 at 10–32°C (see 71).

**SUMMARY OF TEMPERATURE EFFECTS**

Through the wide range of data reported for each function, two general patterns of response to temperature emerge. Levels of force exerted by muscle tend to be independent of temperature or have a low thermal response. $P_o$ may increase or decrease with a rise in temperature according to taxon, but most observed values fall within $R_{10} = 0.5–1.5$. $P_o$ has a weak positive thermal dependence ($R_{10} < 1.5$) at low temperatures and a broad zone of thermal independence at higher temperatures.

This pattern is in strong contrast to that of contractile rate processes. All (TPT, RT$_{1/2}$, dP/dt, V$_{max}$, and power output) have a markedly positive thermal dependence with average $Q_{10} = 2.0–2.5$. The accelerating effects of temperature on rates of contraction and relaxation occur up to thermal levels that may damage the contractile apparatus. In general, skeletal muscle thus appears capable of exerting more or less the same force regardless of its temperature, but the rate of development of that force, the rate of work output, and the rate of relaxation from contraction depend very strongly on muscle temperature and are accelerated by increased temperature.

**PHYLOGENETIC AND ADAPTIVE CONSIDERATIONS**

**Intergroup Comparisons**

Muscles of ectotherms must function at lower temperatures and over a broader thermal range than those of endotherms. Are there quantitative differences in their thermally dependent processes that might facilitate functioning at different thermal ranges? Two potential patterns of adaptation might be expected. 1) Muscles of ectotherms might have a lower thermal dependence (i.e., lower $Q_{10}$ and $R_{10}$) than those of endotherms. This lower thermal dependence would promote stability of functional capacity, but low thermal dependence per se would not necessarily indicate high levels of force or velocity over the thermal range in question. An intergroup comparison of absolute levels of force and speed would be required to determine whether thermally independent function was optimized at high performance levels. The possession of muscles capable of delivering high levels of force and rapid contraction rates at all temperatures would presumably be the most desirable condition for ectotherms. 2) If a high thermal dependence (e.g., $Q_{10}$ $R_{10} > 2$) is maintained, adjustments in the muscle might occur such that high levels of performance are attained at low temperatures. This strategy would permit greater functional capacity at any common temperature by the muscles of an ectotherm compared with those of an endotherm. These strategies have properties analogous to rotational and translational thermal acclimation of individual organisms, respectively (117).

The primary difficulty in analyzing such patterns is the restricted phylogenetic range of data available. The amount of mammalian data is reasonable, even if it is largely restricted to rodents and cats. Extensive amphibian data also exist for some functions, but these are almost exclusively derived from observations on a single genus (Rana), in addition to a few scattered observations on toad muscle. Further the mammalian and anuran data sets are usually measured over different ranges of temperature. It is thus difficult to distinguish lateral displacement of a function (translation) from a broadened range with a lower thermal dependence (rotation). Data on reptilian muscle have the potential for serving as a biologically relevant comparative base for both groups, because some reptilian species may experience very broad thermal ranges. Existing data on reptiles are not exten-
sive enough to support such an analysis. Data on the influence of temperature on avian muscle are nonexistent, and only fragmentary information is available for fish. Thus a truly comprehensive picture cannot be obtained at this time, and we have to be content largely with comparisons of frogs and rats, with an occasional reference to lizards. Further data are required on fish, other amphibian groups, including other anurans and salamanders, reptiles, birds, and all the invertebrate groups. In spite of the phylogenetically limited information available, some tentative patterns emerge.

Anuran muscle is clearly superior to mammalian muscle in its capacity to develop force during twitch contraction at low temperature. High levels of $P_1$ are maintained at temperatures below 20°C in frog muscle, the point at which $P_1$ is maximal in most mammalian muscles. Anuran muscle is thus capable of producing higher levels of $P_1$ over a much broader thermal range. Lizards also apparently have a broader range of thermally independent $P_1$ than do mammals (118). Thus muscle from ectotherms can generally develop $P_1$ at low (< 25°C) temperatures more readily than can muscle from endotherms.

Anuran muscle also develops maximal $P_2$ at temperatures lower (< 25°C) than either mammalian or saurian muscle. It is not possible to conclude positively whether anuran muscle has a broader temperature-independent plateau or whether the $P_1$ temperature curve is translated to lower temperatures and has an equal width in all groups. This indeterminancy is due to contradictory observations on anuran (e.g., Rana) muscle performance at temperatures greater than 25°C. Some authors report a constant or increasing $P_1$ at these temperatures (6, 130, 146), a pattern that would indicate a broader functional plateau. Another investigator (57, 58) reports decreasing $P_0$ values with increasing temperature over this range, a pattern consistent with a translational shift of performance. The former is probably more representative. Because mammals and lizards are very similar in thermal dependence of $P_0$, the anuran pattern appears to involve adjustments to function at lower temperatures rather than a dichotomy between muscles from ectotherms and endotherms.

Contractile rate processes generally have a lower thermal dependence in ectotherms than in mammals. These patterns are not as clear-cut as would be desirable, primarily because of the lack of anuran data at higher (> 25°C) temperatures. For both TPT and $RT_{1/2}$ measured over the same temperature range, anuran $Q_{10}$ values are lowest, saurian are intermediate, and mammalian are highest. The data on $V_{max}$ and power output are suggestive of a similar differential in anuran and mammalian muscle, but more observations on anuran muscle at higher temperatures are required. It should be reemphasized, however, that these intergroup differences are only relative and that thermal dependence in all groups remains high (i.e., $Q_{10} \geq 2$). Comparisons of shortening velocities in these groups are hampered by the diversity of temperatures, muscle fiber compositions, and body sizes of animals examined. Without this information a definitive statement on translational adaptations cannot be made. Data on TPT of gastrocnemius muscles cited previously suggest that such adjustments have not taken place, but data are too scanty for more definitive conclusions.

In general, anuran muscle can develop maximal twitch and tetanic force at lower temperatures and has rate processes less affected by changes in temperature than does mammalian muscle. Saurian muscle is intermediate to these groups in most respects, except in its thermal dependence of $P_0$, which is similar to that of mammalian muscle. It must be recognized that these generalizations are built on a small and phylogenetically restricted data base and may be modified by new information.

Adaptations to Body Temperature

Performance at normal body temperatures. Have muscle properties been adjusted to deliver optimal performance at normally experienced temperatures? There are relatively few comparative studies on different species that bear directly on this question. The most extensive interspecific investigations concern lizards. Earlier studies (85, 87) maintained that $P_1$ is optimized over a narrow thermal range close to field-active temperatures in a number of different species. More recent work (118) has cast doubt on these conclusions (see section on the thermal dependence of $P_1$). Because vertebrate muscle is not activated in twitch contractions in vivo, optimization of twitch function is not a selectively important feature in any event. The latter study (118) found that $P_1$ is maximal or nearly maximal at field-active temperatures in four different species (generally as part of a larger thermally independent plateau). In this study, there is evidence of a translational shift in contractile rate processes in line with field-active temperatures: species with lower field-active body temperatures (25–35°C) have faster contractile rates (TPT, $RT_{1/2}$, $dP_0/dt$) measured at any individual temperature than do species with higher field-active body temperatures (40°C). This pattern would tend to equalize intraspecific muscle performance measured at normal active temperatures. However, differences in body size complicate interpretation of these data. Maximal $dP_0/dt$ occurs at field temperatures in one of the four species examined. Data on an Antarctic fish (91) indicate that maximal $P_1$ and $P_0$ occur at −1–4°C, the normal water temperature of this species. Studies on tuna muscle (14) found no difference in the thermal dependence of contraction times in the white muscle of these homeothermic fish and that of poikilothermic fish. It was concluded that tuna muscle possesses no particular adaptations to its unusual thermal regime. Studies of neuromuscular preparations of ghost crabs (Ocyepode) (46) found maximal $P_0$ at 25°C, close to normally experienced body temperatures of 26–28°C.

No interspecific studies relating temperature to normal thermal levels have been undertaken on mammals or anurans. In mammals, muscle performance would normally be close to maximal at normal body temperature for all functions except $P_1$, which is greatest at 20°C. $P_0$, TPT, $RT_{1/2}$, $dP_0/dt$, $V_{max}$, and power output are all thermally dependent and would reach maximal values at
high temperatures close to those causing thermal damage. Because mammalian body temperature is typically high and not far from those limits, these functions would be correspondingly great in vivo. In anurans, P_\text{\text{o}} may be maximal at normal body temperatures, but P_\text{\text{\text{o}}} appears greatest at very low temperatures, below those commonly experienced by active animals. Because rate processes are temperature dependent, as in mammals, they would be maximal at high temperatures. Because amphibians typically have field body temperatures far below critical maximal levels (10), their rate processes would not be maximal under normal thermal conditions.

In general, it appears that P_\text{\text{o}} is maximal at normally experienced temperatures in a variety of different groups. Maximal P_\text{\text{o}} does not occur at normal body temperatures. The failure of maximal P_\text{\text{o}} to correlate with normally experienced temperatures is not particularly surprising, because most muscles (except insect flight muscles) are always tetanized during normal in vivo contractions. Animals with high body temperatures may benefit from the accelerating effects of temperature on rate processes and achieve high levels of muscle performance. Animals living at low temperatures do not achieve similar maximization, although some evolutionary adjustment analogous to temperature acclimation may be possible.

Heterothermy and hibernation. During torpor or hibernation, muscle and core body temperature of mammals may drop to very low levels. Muscular contraction may be required at these temperatures, either during shivering thermogenesis or physical activity. Are there adjustments in the response of muscle from mammalian heterotherms for function over a broad thermal range? Very little attention has been directed at this question. South (135) compared the contractile response of diaphragmatic muscle from hibernating and nonhibernating hamsters and from laboratory rats, which do not undergo torpor. Virtually no differences were found between hibernating and nonhibernating hamsters, suggesting that no specific seasonal or physiological change in the thermal sensitivity of muscle occurs during hibernation. Additionally, very little difference was found between hamsters and rats, at least between 10 and 38°C: the species have a similar thermal sensitivity of P_\text{\text{o}}, P_\text{\text{\text{o}}}, TPT, and dP_\text{\text{o}}/dt. Relaxation from twitch or tetanus has a higher Q_{10} value in the rat. The only marked difference among the groups is in cold-blocking temperature of a nerve-muscle preparation, which is greatest in rats and least in hibernating hamsters. Rat skeletal muscle itself retains a contractile response down to very low temperatures (3-5°C) (66, 135, 138). A second study on heterothermic mammals (102) examined the thermal dependence of P_\text{\text{\text{o}}} and twitch duration in muscle from bats, rats, and frogs. It reported that bat muscle is more similar to frog than rat muscle in its thermal dependence, but these conclusions were based on minor differences in cold-blocking temperature, and the study was methodologically flawed. No major differences are apparent in the thermal response of muscle in homeothermic and heterothermic mammals, but clearly more observations are required.

Acclimation. Does recent thermal history alter muscle contractile properties? The effect of temperature acclimation on anuran muscle has received a moderate amount of attention. An earlier report (115) commented on differences in twitch performance with season and acclimation state, but these were not quantified. Two studies have reported acclimatory differences in frog muscle performance. Maximal P_\text{\text{o}} was reported to be achieved at lower temperature in cold-acclimated animals (58), but these differences are not statistically significant. Differences in P_\text{\text{o}} under some conditions, and TPT, according to acclimation state, have also been reported (8), with TPT slower in warm-acclimated animals when measured at a common temperature. More recent and comprehensive studies have failed to demonstrate significant acclimation of P_\text{\text{o}}, P_\text{\text{\text{o}}}, TPT, RT_{1/2}, dP_\text{\text{o}}/dt, V_{\text{max}}, or maximal power output (125, 126, 129). Where minor differences among acclimatory groups were observed (125), they often involved inverse compensation. Another study (86) failed to find temperature compensation of P_\text{\text{o}} in lizard muscle. It appears, contrary to most expectations, that contractile properties of vertebrate muscle do not change according to recent thermal experience of the organism. Some differences in muscle performance have been reported in crustacean muscle as a result of thermal acclimation (61, 137), but these studies are not comprehensive and do not define maximal functional capacity.

Seasonal differences in muscle function remain to be investigated. One study (15) reported seasonal differences in P_\text{\text{o}} of turtle muscle, with maximal P_\text{\text{o}} extending to lower temperatures in winter-acclimatized animals.

Response of Different Muscle Fiber Types to Temperature

The effect of temperature on contractile properties of muscles of different fiber composition has been examined extensively in mammals. These studies measure performance in two different muscles from the same animal, usually a “fast”-twitch muscle, such as the extensor digitorum longus, and a “slow”-twitch muscle, such as the soleus. The fiber types in these muscle pairs differ greatly in such factors as twitch kinetics, fatigability, and enzymatic composition. The fiber types also differ in their thermal dependence of P_\text{\text{o}}. At 27-37°C, P_\text{\text{o}} of fast-twitch muscle decreases (avg R_{10} = 0.7) and that of slow-twitch muscle remains constant (avg R_{10} = 1.0) (17, 20, 29, 60, 67, 69, 112, 115, 121, 122). This thermal dependence of fast-twitch muscle is not found in posttetanically potentiated twitches (29). The basis of this differential thermal sensitivity between fiber types is not known. Its functional significance is unclear, particularly because these muscles normally function tetanically in vivo, and none has been suggested. TPT has a similar thermal dependence in both muscle types (at 25-37°C avg fast-twitch Q_{10} = 2.0, avg slow-twitch Q_{10} = 2.2) (20, 29, 43, 60, 115, 120-123). R_{10} values of P_\text{\text{o}} are low and almost identical for both muscle types (fast- and slow-twitch R_{10} = 1.0 at 25-37°C) (17, 20, 29, 69, 112, 115, 121, 122). V_{\text{max}} has been reported to have a greater thermal dependence in fast- (Q_{10} = 2.1-2.2) than in slow-twitch muscle (Q_{10} = 1.4-1.6) (43, 123). The thermal dependence
of $P_o$ ($R_{10} = 1.2-1.4$ at $10-20^\circ C$) and $V_{max}$ ($Q_{10} = 1.7-1.9$ at $10-15^\circ C$ and 2.2 at $15-20^\circ C$) is quite similar in different types of twitch fibers of anuran muscle (84).

**Organismic Performance**

Are thermal effects on isolated muscle contractility reflected in performance in vivo? A large number of studies have been conducted on the effect of body and/or muscle temperature on human performance, largely to determine the benefits of “warming-up” before exercise. To isolate temperature effects per se, many of these studies altered muscle temperature with baths or diathermy. In general, the results of these experiments accord with the thermal dependence of related factors in isolated muscle.

Dynamic performance, involving factors that are rate process dependent, such as maximal power output, improves as temperature increases (2, 4, 5, 7, 75, 132, but see also Ref. 51). These increments are significant (and may be particularly important in a sporting context) and reflect the accelerating effects of temperature on all contractile rate processes. Their thermal dependence, however, is generally low, with $Q_{10} \sim 1.2-1.6$ (2, 7, 132), below those of isolated muscle, which often exceed 2.0. A similar differential in thermal dependence between running performance and muscle kinetics occurs in a lizard, with $Q_{10} = 1.3$ and 2.0 for limb-cycling frequency and maximal muscle power output, respectively, from 25 to 40°C (94). A lower thermal dependence of burst speed than of isolated muscle performance in fish has also been reported (9, 14, 149, 152). The basis of this differential thermal dependence has not been investigated.

In contrast to the accelerating effects of temperature on dynamic performance, in vivo static performance may be impaired by increasing temperature. Studies on the time of maintenance of a constant force by human muscles in vivo show a maximum endurance at intermediate muscle temperatures of 27-32°C and lower endurance at both higher and lower temperatures (26, 41, 88, 104, 105, 113, 114). This pattern is reflected in endurance of tetanically stimulated mammalian muscle in vivo: in both cat (115) and rat (134) muscle, $P_o$ can be maintained longest at 28-30°C. At both higher and lower temperatures, the duration of tension maintenance declines. The thermal dependence of maximal tension produced by human muscle in vivo is low and has been reported to decrease (107), increase slightly (2, 5), or remain unaffected (7, 111) by increasing temperature above 30°C. This pattern matches the relatively low thermal dependence of $P_o$ of isolated preparations of mammalian muscle.

**CONCLUSIONS**

The maximal force a muscle can exert is relatively temperature independent. Consequently an animal should be capable of applying an equal force regardless of its body temperature. This thermally independent capacity would be significant in a number of different static situations, such as standing, crouching, or hanging. During movement, however, the most significant factor is the rate of force application and its removal. Contractile rates are greatly influenced by body temperature in all animals examined. The speed of muscle activity is very much slower at low temperatures. Animals with high body temperatures attain nearly maximal contractile rates and power outputs that their muscles are capable of delivering. This accelerating effect of temperature on contractile performance may have been an important selective factor in the evolution of high activity temperatures in many active groups of ectotherms. Likewise, it may have been a major selective agent in the development of the high temperatures associated with endothermy in both vertebrates and insects.

There is surprisingly little evidence of adaptations that would increase activity performance at low body temperatures in animals that often experience them. The temperature of maximal $P_o$ usually coincides with normally experienced body temperature, but this function has very wide thermally independent plateaus and has a low thermal dependence throughout its range. Contractile rate processes of ectotherms tend to have $Q_{10}$ values lower than those of endotherms (i.e., mammals), but these reflect relatively minor rotational adjustments of rate-temperature curves. The rates in ectotherms are still strongly thermally dependent. There is little evidence of adaptation of rate processes of individual species to activity at low temperatures, either by thermal acclimation or interspecific adjustment to field-active temperatures. Animals active at low temperatures appear to have a lower performance capacity at those temperatures than their muscle systems are physically capable of delivering at higher temperatures.

The need for more data to verify or refute these conclusions should be apparent. Many groups of vertebrates, some with unique thermal circumstances and some that would provide important evidence of developments parallel to those outlined here, remain to be investigated. Apart from the insects, data on the effects of temperature on muscle from invertebrates are almost nonexistent. The utility of these studies would be greatly enhanced if the measurements were made within the context of normally experienced temperatures and organismic performance. This review was undertaken to stimulate such studies.
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